*icons to all resemble the ones listed on the solutions page
*links that open in separate tabs should open new tab when clicked
Home Page:
Header/Bar is indented and not loading correctly
Enterprise solutions icons are supposed to be icons within the same design as all the web
pages but icons that depict the respective topic
Learn more links broken
When you click on a blog - the title gets cut off by the header
Favicon should be black brain
Marketing:
Copy sent, page not updated
Transportation:
“How Paper Entry Works” was supposed to be design icons similar to the ones supplied and
supposed to build a flow type chart out of the process flow.
Section after “How Paper Entry Works” supposed to list out applicable documents and screen
shot from PaperEntry product.
*Need a blurb about commercial invoices
Delete “placeholder for paperentry screen shot”
Icons to be switched to design ones
Move contact us to opposite side so you can see the brain and remove image.
Oil and Gas:
Copy sent
Accounting:
Turn Accounting departments into profit driven and efficiency dedicated departments
All Your Documents in One Place, Automatically. - icons underneath should be the respective
style.
“How it works” to be a flow chart.
1. Documents Sent
2. AI data Extraction
3. Deep Cognition’s Human Validation
4. TMS/ERP System Direct Integration

Example:

Pricing - add color, is there a way to incorporate the two pricing models together so they aren’t
completely separate? Also delete the filler copy.
Enterprise: (NEW COPY)
*add business photo similar to how you have done it for accounting, logistics, and oil and gas.
Copy will read:
Deep Cognition is dedicated to delivering extraordinary solutions. Are advanced team of
engineers can design and develop customized solutions for your dedicated business operations.
*then add a section with something similar to this.
H2 - Artificial Intelligence - Creating an Improved Business Structure.

1. Dedicated Automation: Whether your working with large data and looking for predictive
analysis or evaluating business practices we can create your ideal solution.

2. On Prem or Cloud Deployment - Our team prioritizes security and deployment which is
why we give all of our clients the option to deploy in the cloud or for applications needing
heightened security, On Edge.
3. Renowned Efficiency - Take your business to the next level of efficiency but adding AI to
your operations.
4. Increase Productivity - Increase your overall output by allowing AI to complete jobs and
tasks rather than your teams.
Add section at the add about Contact US
Platforms:
Include everything from the home page plus the “deployment section” from the current “deep
learning studio” page
https://deepcognition.ai/
Deep Learning Studio
Deep Learning Studio - should all be capitalized.
Delete Deployment section
Delete Pricing from “DLS section” and leave as separate section
Deep Learning Studio Pricing:
Update to current format and design
FAQ:
Directly copy from https://deepcognition.ai/products/
Partners:
Update to copy sent.
Keep the graphics but they are currently rough around the edge, is there a way to fix that?
About Us:
Add contact us section at the bottom that looks like example:

News and Media:
Is fine for now, is there a way to include video and blogs?

Resources:
Good

